Quick Adjuster : Trim the bar length without any disconnection
After the UDS revolution dedicated to depower
a kite without any tangling, ZEEKO is proud to
announce a brand new bar which is dedicated
for freestyle. With the Freestyle Bar, an
innovative system of the bar length trimming is
born : The Quick Adjuster.
Adjuster.
Developed after 2 years of research, this new
system allows you to trim the bar length quick
and safe without disconnection of any parts.

40% Lighter Bar
With the Freestyle Bar, Zeeko introduces a new construction that reduces the weight of the bar by
40%.
40%. A lighter bar makes a kite more reactive.

New Bar Ends Design

The new bar ends do not have sharp edges.
They are covered by EVA foam and are
equipped by thick protection foam.
foam. The
elastic holder is integrated in the bar end and
secures the winded lines.

New Fusion lines by Cousin-Trestec

Tested for more than one year, the Freestyle bar is supplied with the revolutionary and patented
flying lines: the Fusion lines.
The lines are braided and heated with a polymer core to increase the stiffness and and make it
easier to untangle the lines. Thanks to a 330 daN breaking strength, the Fusion lines are
bombproof.
ombproof. Associated with a new building of lines ends, the 20m + 4m are very easy to untangle
on the beach.
Thanks to the polymer core, the perfectly rounded building makes it the most aerodynamical line
on the market.

New Center Hole Design
The center hole design is modified to
prevent the aging of the EVA skin
due to the unhooked riding.
Designed with a rigid chicken loop, the
unhooked riding is facilitated.

Power trimming using UDS TAB

The UDS (Ultimate Depower System uses a
stainless steel block, an 'O'ring and a molded
stopper to provide 3 key functions
:
1- A function that allows you to easily set-up your
bar in accordance with your ride-style and body
anatomy
2- A power-on function : pulling the black strap
allows you to have more power in your kite
3- A depower function : by pulling the red strap,
you can immediately reduce the power of the kite.
The return ring keeps your trim-system clean and
tangle free at all times : even when you are fully
depowered , there is no dangling elements. The
closer the ring is to the stainlesss steel block, the
more powered is the kite.

New Quick release and new leash connexion
The new inner mecansim of the chicken loop allows a steady releasing force regardless the
load applied.
Also, the chicken loop is supplied with a new way to connect the leash.
It allows to connect the leash either in suicide leash connexion (experts only, see left picture
below) either in full safety connexion(right pic below) without need to open it.
- Connect the leash to the small ring: full safety mode
- Connect the leash to the wide ring: suicide leash mode

330DaN breaking strength Fusion
Line by Cousin-Trestec with Y
design on the front lines

NEW : Short safety
line with PU sleeve
connected to one
front line for a
maximum of depower

Back pre-lines with sleeve :
rigid pre-lines

NEW :Trimmable
stopper

3D molded EVA
grip, color coded
right and left

NEW : new quick
release easy to
use and to reload

'Quick Adjuster' bar ends,
the quickest and safest bar
length trimming
Quick release with
swiveling head

Rotatable finger locker

NEW : Quick double connexion of
the safety leash

Benefits& Avantages
- One bar suitable for all kite sizes from 5,5m² to 21m² kites. Thanks to the
'Quick Adjuster' switch from 46cm to 54cm bar length quick and safe
- 20m + 4m lines length. Fusion lines easy to untangle and super strong
(330 daN breaking strength)
- No Y front line design, integrated and PU covered safety line connected
to one front line.
- Inverted front/back line connections: safe connection to the kite.
- Depower system UDS : no tangling
- Trimable stopper ball: trim the depower ability of the bar
- Rigid and molded chicken loop: prefect for unhooked tricks
- Rotative chicken loop with suicide leash option (experts only)
- Molded 3D grip and bar ends with EVA grip: comfort
- Molded center hole prevents aging of the EVA covering
- Rigid back pre-lines: prevent tangling
- Integrated elastics lines holder: prevent tangling
- 'NO' EVA logo and sidely color coded bar

